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At the beginning are many resolved thoughts going around into a young mind. Afterwards those
thoughts take shape and they changes into some ideas. At the end the ideas focalize themselves
and they leave space to the real Busieness - idea. that idea become convinction each day goes by
and carrie the young man to rush head long himself with the desire in winning and realize
something very special. Established in 1955 by Francesco Talin as metal components manufactory
for kitchen chairs and tables, Talin had a long period of expansion and prosperity during the sixty
years. Afterwards, during the seventy years, Talin company bought the areas and developed the
buildings of its actual production-center of Cornedo. Talin is now a specialized producer for for
office and collectivity seatings, tables and complements.
TO OUR PRESIDENT MR. FRANCESCO TALIN

CCCHHHAAAIIIRRRSSS   FFFOOORRR   CCCOOOLLLLLLEEECCCTTTIIIVVVIIITTTYYY:::

SSIIGGMMAA is a stackable, sled base chair characterised by
a modern design. The chair with this special lightweight
frame is particularly useful in places where rapid and
frequent movement and clearance are necessary.

The new wengé version is ideal for modern restaurants
and meeting areas.

The SIGMA “AL” version chairs are realised with a
special staved laminate in aluminium, flame retardant. This
solution offer an easy cleaning and maintenance.

SSIIGGMMAA chair is now also available
in two padded versions and with
backrest totally upholstered and/or
also with a stretch transpirant
mash/net, black or grey.

The seating can be supplied with
removable plastic ganging devices
fixture. A black dolly can also be
supplied to transport the chairs when
stacked.
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SSSOOOFFFAAASSS   FFFOOORRR   WWWAAAIIITTTIIINNNGGG   AAARRREEEAAASSS:::

ZZEENN collection represent the
new conception of modular
waiting.

ZEN is available as single
armchair or sofa but also like up-
grading modular system able to
take innumerable conformations.

ZEN waiting sitting collection is
able to satisfy the furnishing of
public and private areas both big
and small, thanks to  the ample
modularity of its elements.

With ZZEENN is possible to form as much layout as you want
able to combine furnishing and setting modern or in style.
According to the spaces to furnish, ZEN is able to give
linearity or sinuosity to the environments.
The wide range of upholstery proposed for the ZEN
collection is able to guarantee to each environment a class
and refined tone.

ZZEENN is also available of seat wiyhout backrest to make
composition of seating like on beam.
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TTTAAABBBLLLEEESSS   FFFOOORRR   MMMEEEEEETTTIIINNNGGG:::

KKUUDDOOSS tables are
born to satisfy the
meeting requests.

Linear rectangular legs
with suspended top give
to the KUDOS line the
best fashion.

KKUUDDOOSS  top is in MDF
Alfawood light grey or black and
now is available also in wengè
finish.

the KUODS modular program
has two different types of
removable metal ganging.

Are you ready for the
meeting?
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AAARRRMMMCCCHHHAAAIIIRRRSSS   FFFOOORRR   CCCOOONNNFFFEEERRREEENNNCCCEEE:::

NNUUBBIIAA armchairs are offered
to furnish waiting as well as
meeting areas.

The structure is entirely in
metal and covered with self-
extinguishing polyurethane.

The chair is mounted on a
swivel column with 360° rotation,
or on a fantastic 4 legs frame with
adjustable glides.

The NUBIA seating can be
equipped by a special mechanism
Comfort-line to satisfy the
presidential and managerial
requirements.

The NNUUBBIIAA “club” seating are
especially adapt for the furnishing of
waiting and meeting areas where
exclusiveness and elegance are
particularly required.

The NNUUBBIIAA program include 3 different
dimension of the shell, with particular
detailed finish.

The arms snug design which combine
itself with the shells by exalting the sinus
shape of the armchair.
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BBBEEESSSTTT   TTTEEECCCHHH---CCCHHHAAAIIIRRRSSS   FFFOOORRR   TTTHHHEEE   OOOFFFFFFIIICCCEEE:::

AAVVIIAANNEETT  TTXXCC  (Top eXtra Class).
This fantastic new version of the

Avianet is the only armchair actually
available on the market realised in
stanless steel hand polished frame.
The base is in brushed aluminium with a
polished chromed effect and matched to
the dressing EL (elegance) and/or EL +
XG (transpirant light grey mash/net)
represent  the top in terms of exclusivity
for the furnishing of very elegant areas.

AAVVIIAANNEETT  TTXXCC is available in 3 different
sizes for the back (small, medium and
directional).

For the meeting areas you can choose
between the 4 legs and sled structures, both
realised in chromed steel with high resistance.
Two different types of armrests are also
available: “T” arms or “Contour” arms closed
draw. The Contour arms are available with
cover arms in technopolymer or totally in
stanless steel hand polished  at sight.
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CCCOOOAAATTT---SSSTTTAAANNNDDDSSS   FFFOOORRR   AAANNNYYYWWWHHHEEERRREEE:::

TTOOTTEEMM  easy and simply
folding coat-stand new generation.

The versions: with 4 or 8
hangers, is interesting for the
folding system of the hangers.

The TOTEM coat-stand has a
square/rounded base in metal
plate that give the maximum
stability.

TTOOTTEEMM  has a linear square metal column
panted in 5 different colours.

The hangers are available also in different
colour of the column.

WWWeeelllcccooommmeee   iiinnn   tttaaallliiinnn’’’sss   wwwooorrrlllddd...

tttrrraaadddiiizzziiiooonnneee   iiinnn   eeevvvooollluuuzzziiiooonnneee

via Monte Ortigara 2/4
36073 Cornedo Vicentino (Vicenza) – Italia
Tel. +39 04 45 43 05 50    -   Fax +39 04 45 43 05 46
e-mail: talin@talin.com      -   website: www.talin.com


